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Bloody-victory
.Thursday will be partly
sunny <;md cooler, with
.· · ,J:dghs in the low , ·
· · to mid 30s. ·

Panthers top Northeastern

Illinois I 04-94 in
a game marred by fights.

_Pagel2

ythical
lse reports
ark concern
'here once was a little boy.
nlike other children , he made
stories to get attention - stowhi ch made people come
ing to his rescue. After hearhim cry wolf so often, people
n to ignore him.
nd soon there was no one
und to help the boy, not even
n he was really in danger.
is popular fable, paraphrased
, was referred to when stunts reacted to the possibility
two of four reported assaults
campus last semester were

jfJ

TERRI MCMILLAN/Photo editor

se.
.Students wait patiently in lines.for the first day of Add/Drops as lines started by the ballroom and went through the walkway and down the stairs
"It's the cry wolf thing. And - Wednesday.
you really won't know when
y're telling the truth or not,"
'd Bill Vock, a senior computer
agement major.
The first attack being ques- · By CHARLA-BRJ(UTIGAM
Junior speech major Bill Schibur agreed. However, the plan, which will allow students
ed was reported by former Campus editor
Schibur waited in line approximately 45 min- to register and add or drop a class by
shman Corina Grissom.
utes only to discover the two speech courses telephone, will not be in effect until March
Grissom was arrested for
1991, said Registration Director Michael
While some students found the first day of he wanted to get into were closed.
egedly lying on police reports
"Everybody's adding and not dropping," he Taylor. .
the semesterly Add/Drop ordeal not as painful
er she said she had been fol- as forewarned, others found it lived up to its · said, adding he plans on coming back
Once the system is in place, students will be
ed home and attacked in her
Thursday to try again.
able to sign up for classes by entering numbad reputation.
artment. The second attack
How'ever, freshman elementary education bers corresponding to the desired class.
"It's communism," said sophomore busivolved an Eastern student who
"Those schools that have it (the touch-tone
ness major Tim Buenker as he came out of the major Wendy Boch thought Add/Drops
mitted to making up an
Union Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. "weren't that bad." In fact, she said she found system) are very happy," Taylor said, adding
pted theft.
"I am very enthusiastic (about receiving the
University Union, where Add/Drops were it "pretty organized."
"I think the whole situation is
Junior athletic training major Brian Mosley, system)."
held Wednesday.
fortunate," said Kimberly
Ohio State University and the University of
Buenker, who has been through Add/Drops who waited in line approximately half an hour
oyster, a graduate assistant in
three times in his four semesters at Eastern, to pick up a physical education class, suggest- Wisconsin are among the universities Taylor
art department.
said he had to wait in line "far too long ed Eastern "spread it (Add/Drops) out in dif- named as already having the system.
Some students like ·Julie (approximately one hour)" to pick up a math ferent buildings" by having each department
Add/Drops will resume from 1 to 3:30 p.m.
·ted, a senior elementary edustationed in separate buildings.
on Thursday and Friday in the Union
course.
·on major, were a bit harsher
Eastern is working on improving the Ballroom. All students wishing to add or drop
He described the process as the "same old
·th their comments.
Add/Drop system as well as registration. a class can do so during these hours.
song and dance" as every semester.
"I think what they did was
onsiderate to everyone else,
I think they are selfish and
ature," Whited said.
,
.
than $100 million for education.
"Foolish" was the word Vock By JEFF MADSEN
me up with to describe the Staffeditor
.~ecause of that increase,
tmt1on rates at state colleges .and
· 's alleged actions. Vock went
In his final State of the State
universities didn't budge this year
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Gov. James R. Thompson, in an emotionto say the women were probaAddress,
Gov.
James
R.
Thompand
faculty _members were awardal
14th
State
of
the
State
address,
reflected
Wednesday
on
his
sucy trying to draw attention to
son talked about the good things
ed a 9.94 percent salary increase.
cesses as Illinois' longest-serving governor and laid out a broad
mselves.
The pending IBHE budget is
agenda for his final year.
Many students, though, find it that have happened since he first
critical
because it will end in June
came
to
office
in
1977.
Thompson, who announced last summer he would not seek reto explain the actions taken
Arid
funding
for
education
of
1991,
the same time funding
election
to
an
unprecedented
fifth
term,
pointed
to
much
progress
the two women.
from the temporary tax increase
during his 13 years in office, but he is ready to push for more.
"I can't imagine why they wasn't one of them.
"In the last 13 years, our state
does.
"I serve notice today that I am in the battle till the end ... ,"
ould lie about something like
And Thompson made it clear
government
has
delivered
more
to
Thompson told a packed joint session of the Illinois General
t," said Jennifer Samuels, a
Wednesday
that the state's budget
people
than
at
any
time
iri
history,"
Assembly.
eh communications major.
for FY 91 was a tight one and
"We were sent here to govern - to lead, and we know that we
Although the students don't Thompson said, just minutes before
budget increases like the IBHE's
will continue to do so in the same partisan, yet cooperative manner,
ee with the women's actions, admitting "I agree (that education
should
be
better
funded).
We
would be difficult to support.
that has brought us so far forward." Repeatedly, Thompson told
ey do feel the university has
should
do
more.
But
money
for
"Some people are already
lawmakers
they
would
need
the
"political
will
and
moxie"
to
confited from the attention given
education
is
not
everything,
as
the
expecting
similar increases,"
front
issues
such
as
the
environment,
health
care,
education
and
e attacks last semester.
Thompson said. "But any new
transportation.
Some good things came out of wisest educators will agree.
"Some people spend more time
initiatives that cost money must
h as the increa·sed lighting,"
taking
care
of
their
lawns
than
be paid by new money."
ster said. She also commendtuition
rates
through
the
1990-91
On
Tuesday,
the
Illinois
Board
their
kids'
education.
I
guess
But with a temporary income
the ROTC escort system. "I
tax increase already resting on
they don't discontinue it grass grows easier than kids do," of Higher Education approved a academic year.
The newest IBHE request, (an taxpayers, legislators have
budget recommendation calling
Thompson added.
C escort system)."
8.8
percent increase over FY 90), already indicated another tax
for
an
additional
$1.
71
million
in
But
for
the
next
two
months,
e ROTC does plan to contincomes
on the heels of a FY '90 increase would be unlikely.
Fiscal
Year
1991.
That
budget
Thompson
and
the
Illinois
providing escort service to
"I don't think it's going to take
one requesting it. However, General Assembly WILL be the recommendation, if approved by · budget that with the assistance of
rs have been changed from caretakers for higher education in Thompson and the General a temporary 20 percent two-year new revenues," State Rep. Mike
y through Friday, 6 p.m. to Illinois, which currently ranks Assembly, would provide Eastern income tax increase, provided an Weaver, R-Charleston, said after
42nd among the 50 states in per with a $55.3 million operating additional 16 percent in funding the address Wednesday. "It's
budget for FY 91 and freeze and has already generated more
capita funding for education.
• Continued on page 2
•• •, Continut;.d qn page 2 . _ ..

Students_endure Add/Drops agony

Thompson discusses education plans
;

Governor looks to future
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Thompson discusses
•Frompage I
going to take a renovation of the
state's funding formula."
Weaver said he didn't believe
the General Assembly would
approve the IBHE's recommendation in full, but would approve
an increase between 6 and 7
percent.
"I would say on the long side of
6 percent, closer to 7," Weaver
estimated. "It is really hard to say
at this point."

Thompson will review the
IBHE budget and present his
budget during his budget address
in early March. The General
Assembly will then likely act on
Thompson's recommendation in
early July.
"There was not much in his
speech aimed at higher education," noted IBHE deputy
director Russ Hodel. "What he did
talk about was primarily funding
for elementary and secondary

education.
"We haven't seen his total
budget yet. We still believe it is
relatively early (to speculate) and
we feel our budget is reasonable,"
Hodel added. "Last year, they
(Thompson and the General
Assembly) made education a
priority."
Hodel said it would also be
difficult to predict how a cut in the
IBHE budget recommendation
may ultimately affect tuition rates.

or 581-5945.
Vock agreed with that the extra
lighting was a good idea, saying,
"sure, they were talking about
getting all this lighting, but they
never did do anything until the
attacks occurred."
There are some, however, who
now feel as though the precautions
taken were . blown out of
proportion.
"I thought it was a little carried
away," said Mike Conner, a senior
speech communications major.
Most students, though, do not

feel the campus is any safer now
that they know the two attacks
may not have taken place.
"Just because they lied, it
doesn 't mean that it can 't happen,"
said Robin Witikka, a freshman
undecided major.
Samuels said she is sure these
things do happen on college
campuses and that students should
still remain cautious when
walking alone, especially at night.
Suggestions were also made as
to what type of punishment the
women should face.

Mythical
•From page I
midnight to Sunday through
Thursday, with the same hours,
ROTC Captain Rick Clifton said.
The reason for the change in
hours is because it was found that
most students walk in groups on
Friday evenings, and do not need
escorts, Clifton said. This
semester the escorts will be
wearing T-shirts which were
bought with the $500 donated by
the Parents Club last fall.
The phone numbers for the
ROTC escort system are 581-5944

~Qh~

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS!

~\fa)(~,.

Students burglarized
during recent break
By BOB McKEE
City editor

Several Eastern students fell
victim to property burglary during
the recent Christmas Break, but
Charleston Chief of Police Herb
Steidinger says the amount of
crime reported was typical of
such a break.
"No exceptional activity levels
occurred during this break,"
Steidinger said.
At 6:05 p.m. Monday, James A.
Martin III, 20, a sophomore,
reported to Charleston Police his
apartment at 1601 Ninth St. had
his front door kicked in and
approximately $939 in property
taken. The property included a
stereo receiver, compact disc
player and 36 compact discs.
Martin told police he left his
apartment secure when he left
Charleston on Dec. 12.
According to the police report,
Martin told police a friend next
door, Matthew J. McDevitt, an
Eastern junior, contacted him
about the burglary.
McDevitt also reported an
attempted burglary of hfs

apartment to police on Friday.
McDevitt said he stayed in his
apartment every night except
Thursday. When he returned he
noticed several scratches on the
lock of his door where somebody
attempted to "jimmy" it, making
McDevitt's key unusable. He then
noticed Martin's door was kicked
in and the items missing,
according to the report.
A burglary of approximately
$3, 115 worth of property,
including a 20" color television,
tape deck and 90 compact discs,
occurred at the apartment of Joan
T. Pasquinelli , 21, a junior, and
Barbara A. Osterbaan, 21 , at 1627
Seventh St., according to a police
report filed Monday.
The burglary occurred between
11 a.m. on Dec. 14, when the two
left the apartment secured, and
2:30 p.m. on Monday to discover
the front door unlocked and the
items missing. The reporting
officer noted there were no signs
of forced entry.
Both of these crimes are
currently under investigation by
the Charleston Police Depart·
ment.

Everyone says "Go to Donna's for Haircuts."
Where's Donna's Hair Creations?

~

7th & Monroe
On the Square
Charleston. IL

COMEDY NIGHT IS BACK!
STARTING JANUARY 1BTH

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IMPORT DRAFf
DAY

FRIDAY:Post New Years Eve Party

BASS 1.25
GUINESS 1.25

Come Celebrate 1990 again with
Your EIU Friends

Thursday Night at

Mother's

ALSO
•TANS• HAIRCUTS• TANS• HAIRCUTS• TANS•
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The Golden Comb
1205 3RD Street
1 1/2 Blocks N. Lincoln
(By Appointment)
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Haircuts
$7.00
.reg.
Reg. Perms $30.00
reg.
Highlights $18.00
offer good
w/coupon

•TAN

Tans (Wolff Beds)
10for$35.00
5 for $20.00
1 for $5.00

H

R

Drawing For 6 Free Tans - April 2
Enter With Each Service (hair or tan)
$7.50
$32.00

expires
1/31 /90
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8 oz Choice
Charbroiled
Sirloin
Homemade fries

Slaw

5.95

•
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START OFF YOUR NEW YEAR
WITH DOMINO'S PIZZA!

•

• HAIRCUTS •TANS • HAIRCUTS • TANS
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eactions mixed to Chinese development
MIKE FITZGERALD
e lifting of martial law by
Chinese government Wednesspurred mixed reactions at
he lifting of martial law
sn't improve the situation.
are still very unstable facin China," said Mitchell
g, an international student
Shanghai who is a graduate
ent in Eastern 's School of
logy.
g said the action is primarsymbolic one that may have
done to aid China's worseneconomic situation.
he economic situation is
bad. Many workers are
iving only partial pay and
are factories without raw
'als," he said.
eng said the government's
may help its economy a titbit because it may lead the
Id Bank and some foreign
ernments to let loans, which
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Voelz said the action may help
China's economy because "some
people will use it as a reason to
dend o( recent U,S. overtures to . i.:t however; sought to portray . rein vest."
Citizens Concerned went to the
ChiJ1a• A }Vhite House ~he e:q~ of martia,Uaw as. a sign\
Charleston
City Council and per· · · spo~e~mari sa,~q Jhen\was no
slifCess. He sajg it proved
suaded
it
to
send a message to the
. . (;bang~ iri the 1J;S. economic .that ..the Chinese Cbmmunist
~anctfo~s against Cbirii;t{but V~rtY~tbeCbinese gqyequr\egt . Chinese government expressing
its concern about the events that
hinted tbat tne .United $Ja,~~&.
the J:;h!~~~ ~()pi~
cai.>3: unfolded
there during the sumst~uhJ,s reidy
pac ~
f?l~ p(runtj~µg tJJe.i~ .qY(n affairs.
mer.
Voelz said the group has not
Bihk\lnll.n$ fhr .Chi.ha .for
ot'fici8J1y< disbanded and will "do something
when there is something to do."
He said there should be more
of
an effort on campus to spread
..<
• •..
~ght ~ .~I ··.•. 20~ ~fter
Hi#~ Iinillio1( information concerning events in
which might include
9! <.:;~Jna's >~rackdo\Y:ij in ; . ~pl~baq nll~ttl'jeiji,ng 'W~~ China,
bringing in guest speakers or hav~i~ n~zjng~p•~ri ~9 ~~PPP!!> s.!'H~~!Jh~~P
ing international students from
!'ll,.~~~tiOns. ;
~ '.
~9£~~~~~~-~
i ?
China who are attending Eastern
speak.
know the true nature of the announcement, but added there is
If the latter occurs, the students
Chinese leaders," he said.
more the government could do.
attending Eastern would have a
Peter Voelz, a journalism pro"It's a good step, but there are lot to say. "I think the dissatisfacfessor and a founder of more important steps the govern- tion of the Chinese people is
Charleston Citizens Concerned ment could take," Voelz said. deep," Zheng said. "I don't think
about People's Rights in China, "They could release political pris- it (the lifting of martial law) can
said he was pleased with the oners and lift press restrictions."
really improve anything,"
· ..
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were frozen after the Tiananmen
Square massacre last June, go
through.
"Some (foreign governments)
wili (lend the government
money), but most will not give
them new loans because they

;'.

rackers awaits
anman's ruling
has five days to come up with a
decision, which Lanman will then
send to both attorneys.
harleston 's liquor commisThe accident occurred at 2:45
er will decide at a Jan. 18 · a.m. on a curve on U.S. 150 in
·ng whether E.L. Krackers, Libertyville Ind., when the driver,
Fourth St., served alcohol to Scott Bush of Schaumburg,
out-of-state minors the night apparently lost control of the
were involved in an alcohol- vehicle, crossed the centerline in
the road and crashed into a truck
accident.
'dence will be offered before parked on the north side of the
yor Wayne Lanman to deter- road.
if Krackers violated liquor
The car, which was totaled,
on Nov. 8 by serving alcohol then traveled through two yards,
our 19-year-old Indiana State collided into a tree and jackknifed
ersity students. After returning into a house.
Bush, whose blood alcohol
Krackers the four were hospized as a result of injuries level was in the range of .13 to
.18 at the time of the accident,
in a one-car accident.
Charleston hearing will be received a Class D felony, accordat I :30 p.m. in the City ing to Vigo County Sheriff Jim
ncil chambers at the city Jenkins.
The others involved in the acciicipal building, 520 Jackson
dent are Robert D. Miles of
ity Attorney Brian Bower Elletsville, Ind.; Heather Smith of
the hearing will be similar to Gosport, Ind.; and James
ourtroom situation in that Gucinski of Bloomington, Ind.
Gucinski and Bush were
an will hear the testimony
act as a judge or "trier of released on Nov. 11 from Union
." Bower will represent the Hospital in Terre Haute, Ind.
and attorney S. John Muller Miles is in satisfactory condition
at Methodist Hospital in
represent Krackers.
at he (Lanman) has to do Indianapolis. Smith was released
liquor officer is listen to the from Methodist and her condition
nee presented and base his is unknown.
Krackers faces possible suspenion on that," Bower said.
r the hearing is over, liquor sions and fines if found guilty of
ces stipulate that Lanman the violation.

Senate
plans
semester
By ANITA MAIELLA
Staff writer

Senate speaker Brett
Gerber addressed Student
Senate with his ideas on the
goals for the spring
semester during Wednesday
night's meeting.
Gerber said the senate
was successful this past fall
semester in informing students on the recreation center, providing campus safety and taking careful consideration to textbook
rental.
"I believe the senate
worked hard for the students last semester," Gerber
said." But I don't think we
have reached our potential," Gerber said.
"It is important for the
senate to focus on the new
programs that will start in
the spring semester,"
Gerber said,
He said one of the programs is the Housing Fest.
In addition, he noted a
lobby_ group would be
TERRI McMILLAN/Photo editor formed to discuss state legislation concerning higher
education.
Kenny Warren prepares the dirt Wednesday afternoon for the new picnic
tables being cemented into the ground behind the Science Building.

Picnic anyone?

OG responds to complaints concerning survey
before the political community, prospective other sections of the country. "The
equal shares by the five BOG colleges."
But Rep. John Countryman, R-DeKalb, students, parents and the community. That University of Illinois has the highest paid
agreed with de! Valle that universities assessment was shared by Brazell, who faculty for public universities in Illinois,
'nois General Assembly members who should use their own funds to promote edu- cited figures showing that BOG schools are but they are 7 percent behind nationally in
ved funding in the spring for a Board cational programs. "It is unprecedented to often short-changed when funding is salaries and benefits."
Brazell said the problem is worse at
vemors marketing survey have now hire outside consulting firms for that pur- appropriated by the state legislature.
"Recent figures released by the IBHE BOG institutions. "Faculty at BOG-supssed their disapproval of the expendi- pose," Countryman told AP. "If they concentrate on providing quality education reveal that BOG schools hold 23 percent of ported institutions are 13.5 percent behind
t the General Assembly is the group they will improve their image."
the enrollment at institutions of higher edu- their colleagues nationwide," she said.
Brazell said the survey was prompted by
h gave approval in the first place for
The marketing firm hired by the BOG is cation in Illinois, but the BOG schools
xpenditure of $250,000 for a market- Siegel and Gale of San Fransisco. Program receive only 17 percent of all state fund- lack of legislature support for the BOG
institutions and the high costs of marketing
urvey to pinpoint strengths and weak- coordinator Ron Majers released the results ing," Brazell said.
s of the BOG, said BOG spokeswom- of the first phase of the survey at the Dec. 5
She added Champaign/Urbana's each. "BOG colleges were spending $5
· belle Brazell.
meeting of the BOG.
University of Illinois received 48 percent million a year on marketing, and had no
te Sen. Miguel de! Valle, D-Chicago,
Thomas Layzell, the Board of Governors of the funding but accounted for only 32 unified direction or purpose," Brazell said.
Layzell agreed. "Part of the new strategy
in an Associated Press wire story chancellor, said the aim is not to sell the percent of state enrollment. Southern
ay evening the BOG could "make BOG like cars or homes. "I think of it in Illinois University .in Carbondale received will be informing the legislators about the uniuse of those dollars."
terms of informing people about our mis- approximately the same percentage of versities and what they need," Layzell said.
"The monies will likely be redirected,"
e General Assembly passed a specif- sion," Layzell said.
funding as it has in total enrollment.
propriation of $250,000 for the marIn the preliminary n:port released by
Brazell also cited figures that show he added. He said it was too soon to tell
,suney:;: ,En:-aze)i,.r;spqr~t:~.'.",',".f.p~•. /JVl!l1e'>1 ,rq~ t11~r\((}tiNf {ipn,to~ ~. b~:at4-..its..',J.Uip~is: c<)l)eg~s cqnsistentl y.l!nqer-pay fac- . DQ\V_t.he marketing study could ·help BOG·
e of the $275,000 project was paid in greatest need was "increased visibility" ulty in comparison to their counterparts in institutions save money.
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New IBHE budget
could eventually
tax us - students
If an Illinois Board of Higher Education
budget recommendation for an additional
$1. 71 million if.l FY '91 gets through Gov. James
R. Thompson and the General Assembly
unscathed t'1is spring, tuition at Eastern will not
increase for at least another year.
But the chances of Thompson and the
General Assembly both approving the IBHE
recommendation in full are slim. Inevitably, that
means students may be socked with another
tuition increase.
ltO
We can't forget the
General Assembly's failure
to adequately fund higher education in '87 and
'88, when Illinois fell to 44th among the 50
states in per capita funding for higher
education, while at the same time, ranking as
the 12th wealthiest state in the nation.
Historically, the thinking of our state
legislators has been that there just aren't
enough dollars to fund education's increasing
demands.
Educators then, forecasting tuition increases
and faculty salary freezes, beckoned to raise
taxes to help fund education. Legislators
balked.
So the burden fell upon students. As a result,
in the spring~ fall semesters of '88, students
were hit mith two consecutive tuition hikes,
totalfthg $216.
. ' Finally, in July of 1989, the General Assembly
• approved a temporary two-year income tax
increase that has already generated more than
$100 million for education and bolstered the
IBHE budget by 16 percent. As a result, tuition
rates at Eastern froze for the first time since
1979 and faculty and staff received a 9. 94
percent salary increase.
What's so critical about the pending IBHE
budget is that it will end in late June of 1991 ,
the same time funding from the temporary
income tax inqease does. The IBHE recommendation is already $10.6 million less than
Eastern's original request.
Therefore, if a continuation on the temporary
income tax increase fails, and the IBHE budget
is trimmed even more, as it likely will be,
students might have to prepare themselves for
some expensive semesters ahead.
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· There's a time and a place for '
everything.
A time to study. A time to
exercise. A time to sleep. ( 1996
is not the time to bring up Dan
Quayle's name.)
Anyway, I was watching the
great wasteland and before my
mind started drifting off into
thoughts . about Elvis, I saw a t
story about a Supreme Court1
decision allowing students to Mike
form a religious club at a high Brown
school. Isn't that great? It's also
expected to be the start of a
conservative Supreme Court attempt at chipping away
on that school prayer ban.
Of course that school board is appealing thedecision but I say they're going about it all wrong.
They should just go with It. What comes around goes
around. Let's allow religion in schools but let's be fair
about it. Let's teach math at church. Math always was
a religious experience for me. We can't teach sex
education because everybody would go around
begetting with no caution of any kind.
Children and parents (so they can learn that new
math) will be broken up into age groups and taught
math during church services. They could hire my old
math teacher, Mr. Dietrich, to teach, "If Moses had 10
commandments and he broke three of them and then
Falwell added four of his own and then you divided
that by how old Adam was, which was about 900 (but
that's a whole math problem within itself), how many
would he have left? Mr. Brown do you know the
answer?"
"That's a trick question Mr. D., Moses would never
break a commandment."
"It's a hypothetical question Mr. Brown, just do the

math or I'll make you stand with your nose in t
confessional."
"But Mr. D. I wasn't lying about my homework.
really did turn Into a pillar of salt."
Anyway, they could set up abacuses to cou
rosaries with. Grade schoolers could learn to count
twos. Two minus two equals nun. Church Is
excellent place for parents to learn business math
accounting principles. Instead of singing hym
churchgoers could chant multiplication tables.
would be more mind-grabbing and cult-like th
singing "Shall We Gather At the River." Nuns co
walk around and smack anyone with a ruler who
bad counting habits. Of course, science could never
taught.
"Don't be Insane Mr. Brown. There's no call for y
sarcasm."
Well there's no call for prayer in schools elt
(although it's alrlght If a kid wants to pray to hi
before a big math test), and there's no reason to
a religious club at a school, although it's per
constitutional. A math club is fine. Math Is taught
schools (supposedly anyway). And if students want
use the school facilities for extracurricular actlvl
such as learning math principles, that's great.
Religion isn't taught at public schools and has
place at public schools. If kids want to form a relig
club, that's great. They can learn mythology but
them use church facilities. That's a proper setting.
I know that church is no place to teach math and
probably really a stupid idea. But it goes both w
After all, there's a time and a place for everything.
- Mike Brown is a guest columnist for The D
Eastern News.
The News welcomes guest columns from any Eas
student, employee, faculty member, or local reader.
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Your turn

Defense is Communist Gen. Siwicki, Tse-Tung said, power comes o
who bosses the Communist army. the barrel of a gun. They have
The Ministers of Transportation and
power, and they can damp do
of Foreign Trade are both Comm- the unfortunate people any time
Dear editor:
unists.
please.
Astonishing changes seem to be
Prime Minister Mazowlecki (a nonSo why are they loosening
taking place in Communist Europe, Communist) is a long-time advocate The immediate benefit to the
but the question is: Are they real?
of cooperation between Catholics is already plain to see, MONEY!
What's the catch? It's true that and Communists. He can be fired
of it! Money for the dictators,
controls are being relaxed, that huge any time he displeases the their victims.
demonstrations are permitted, that Communist President.
I have a letter from Sen.
the Berlin Wall is opened, that some
And Lech Walesa has for years Simon defending his decisio
Communist governments are now received special personal favors from "invest" some taxpayers' mon
calling themselves "Socialist," etc. In Communists, according to .Solidarity Poland. Even if he wants to
one country after another, the founder Anna Walentynowicz. She some of his own money to
Communist dictators are making a says they built him into a legend, Communists, I object, because
big show of resigning or of being and gave him ready access to the morally wrong to give any
"kicked out."
Western news media. I suspect that whatsoever to those tyrants.
TODAY'S
The question is still the same: Is it the Communists can get rid of him when he gives them taxpay
real?
any time they please and that he money, it's an outrage. The tax
Take Poland for example. The knows it.
I refer to are not you and me and
Even the law of gravitation
President is Communist Gen.
What do you think? ls Poland out children either. Our money
jaruzelski, who may appoint or fire free? Will giving aid to the already been squandered. It's
would be brought into dispute
the Prime Minister, declare martial Communist government make the grandchildren's money that he
were there a pecuniary interest
law, and dissolve parliament. He is Polish people any more free? Or will
to give them. It's criminal, and
involved.
absolute boss. The "new" Minister of it just make the Communist should make certain that Sen. Si
. the Interior is still Communist Gen. government stronger? The key is realizes that we don't like it one
Thomas Babington - · Kiszcza:k, head of the Polish KGB that the dictators still have their., bit. , ...•. ·.. ~ ._.__._:.: ·.u" .~ ·:·,
1
''·--·- -· ·--- ·-~ --- · ------··--~- ---Maeaulay- ---tsec:ret-voHc:e}:- 'fhe-Mimter·-of--POJke, secret police, and army; in ··· · · · · ·
other words, all the guns. As Mao
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SISPCA president
attends conference
By TONY CAMPBELL
Features editor
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ERIC FULTZ/Staft photograpner

Convincer, a machine which simulates a 5-7 mph crash in an effort to teach people of the
rtance of seatbelts, sits idle behind Eastern's O'Brien Stadium. On Feb. JO the Convincer will jolt
action at the Chicago Auto Show.

ummies' teach student safety
And once again, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration has approved a total of
bably the least known of $290,267 in federal funds to
f Eastern 's programs was operate, transport and maintain
granted more than $290,000 the Illinois Department of
tinue promoting safety and Transportation's Seat Belt
rsuade people to wear Convincer.
Its while driving.
The Convincer and Vince and
course, the program is Larry appear at different
ably not that familiar to functions including safety
students because it's rarely conferences, private industry,
pus.
driver education classes,
he Convincer, a machine shopping malls, county fairs, and
simulates a 5-7 mph crash 'other events throughout Illinois.
d without a seatbelt, is
Bolin said the program is
of a statewide program almost completely booked until
has been based at Eastern 1991. Its next engagement will
1984. The Convincer and a be Feb. 10-18 at the Chicago
crew of safety employees, Auto Show. The program is on
ing actors who portray the road - roughly 50,000 miles
It "dummies" Vince and of road, in fact - for about 325
, travel statewide to spread days a year, he said.
ews about seatbelts, said
Richard Cavanaugh, a safety
director Daniel Bolin.
information specialist with the

ackdown

program, said there was also a
time when the Convincer made
quite a few appearances at
Eastern, although the demand
has kept it on the road lately.
"Used to be we hit every
single health class, the 1200
class, because everyone on
campus has to take it,"
Cavanaugh said.
But even though the Convincer isn't at Eastern for as much
as time as the Convincer is
traveling, Eastern is never too
far behind.
"It does kind of promote the
university," Cavanaugh said.
"Always Eastern's name is right
out front."
And that's the kind of
promotion which can save lives.
"I may not be able to convince
someone to put on a seatbelt that
very minute, but over the long
haul, I think it helps," Cavan-

To promote awareness.
That's how sophomore
Antoinette Spinner, president of
Students in Solidarity with the
People of Central America,
described the purpose of her trip
to Washington D.C. for the
national SISPCA convention.
"Promoting awareness is the
biggest objective," she said.
"When we protest, a lot of people
don't know why we're out there."
The three-day conference begins
Friday with the students meeting
and discussing "social justice
issues." ·
Saturday's presentations will
include several guest speakers,
including a representative for the
Fara Bunda Marti Liberation
Organization, which is leading a
popular peoples movement in El
Salvador.
"They are a very controversial
group (in the US Congress)
because they use some of the
(violent) tactics that have been
used on them," she said.
Spinner said she will be joining
a group of about 50 to I 00
SISPCA representatives in
Chicago before traveling to
Washington.
The bi-annual convention, held
at Trinity College, is expected to
have at least 5,000 SISPCA
representatives in attendance.
She said the convention would
also give the organization a
chance to decide its next move in
the fight for the rights of the
people of Central America. "They
(SISPCA) will be discussing
which way they want to go,"
Spinner said.
Spinner said a common
question directed to SISPCA is
why doesn't the organization help

Promoting awareness
is
the
biggest
objective. When we
prot-est, a lot of
people don't know
why we're out there.
Antoinette Spinner,
SISPCA president

''

the people of Nicaragua and the
other Central American countries.
But she stressed that the
organization does represent all of
the people in Central America.
"So many .things have been
happening in El Salvador,"
Spinner said. "In Nicaragua, the
government is in power and that's
what the people want."
She said there is still resistance
directed toward the Nicaraguan
government by the Contras, but
the people are for the most part
satisfied with the government.
"The U.S. government has this
idea that people can't be happy
under Communism," she said. "It
goes back to the U.S.-Soviet
rivalry."
Eastern's SISCPA chapter,
which was formed in Apr.ii, has
15 members.
Spinner said she received the
money to take the trip from
donations which included
contributions from a few Eastern

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

I~& avva~t Fe=Sbllt
new ~tieker policy
student was eligible or not,
Kersey said, adding police had to
"take their word for it."
w successful Eastern 's
Later, after running the
rsity Police are in computer check on the students,
ing the number of any ineligible student found to
classmen who purchase have purchased a sticker was
ng stickers will not be fined $25 and had the sticker
for several weeks, said revoked· without reimbursement,
Kevin Kersey of the Kersey said.
The same rule will hold during
sity Police Department.
·1 police run a computer the spring semester too, Kersey
on all students who added.
Any eligible student unable to
ased stickers Wednesday
Martin Luther King Jr. purchase a sticker Wednesday
rsity Union, police will may still purchase one between 8
now whether or not the a.m. and 3 p.m. Monday through
ional rule requiring Friday at the University Police
ts to present their course Department.
The stickers are $12.50 for the
e worked.
versity Police decided to spring semester and $25 for the
that students present their spring and summer terms.
University Police decided not
e schedules
after
ximately 125 ineligible to place a limit on the number of
ts purchased stickers last stickers to be sold since not as
, Kersey said.
many students purchase stickers
eligible for the stickers, during the spring semester as in
must have completed 60 the fall semester.
"The fall semester is always
r hours Uunior standing),
busier," Kersey said, adding
added.
wever, since driver's approximately 1,500 students
s and Eastern IDs do not purchased stickers during the fall
how many semester hours a semester whereas approximately
has completed, police last 200 purchased stickers Wedneswere unable to tell if the day.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS l'IRST.
Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop
management and leadership skills. Builds your selfconfidence. And makes you a desirable candidate
in the job market.
There's no obligation until your junior year, but
stick with it and you'll have what it takes to succeed
-while you're in college and once you graduate.

ARMYROTC
CALL 'lliE DEPARIMENT OF MILITARY
SCIEN::E AT 581-5944 OR ST9P BY
KLEHM HALL, RO:M 308
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UB makes movie picks for spring semester
By STEPHANIE CARNES
Activities editor

From the big screen to the TV
screen, movies are a popular
pastime for many students, and
also part of the variety of
activities Eastern's University
Board provides for students.
Big screen movies, which are
shown Fridays in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
Ballroom, are organized and
presented by junior Larry Peetz,
the UB movies coordinator.
Videotapes, which are shown
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. throughout the school week in the Union
walkway, are organized and
presented by junior Brian
Moushon, UB videotapes coordinator.
"We pick the big blockbuster
movies, the ones that make the
most money at the box office, to
show to the students," Peetz said.
This semester's pick of the

movies includes "Look Who's
Talking," "Sex, Lies and
Videotape " and "The Rocky
Horror Picture Show."
"We try to show movies the
students want to see," Peetz said.
"We use a survey of 300 people to
find out what the students want to
see."
A single movie can cost the UB
as much as $700. "Big name
movies like Batman cost the most
around $600 to $750. But some
other movies can only cost about
$75," Peetz added.
The movie committee will be
trying out an additional movie
time on Jan. 24. "We're going to
try a 'lunch' movie, where we'll
have tables and chairs set up so
people can eat while they're
watching the movie," Peetz said.
The very first noontime movie
will be "Hard Bodies," to be
shown in the University
Ballroom. The first one will cost
25 cents, but thereafter, the noon

will entertain the best," Moush
said. "I just try to keep the peop
happy."
Two movies will be show
twice a day every day of th
week; once before and once af
noon.
On the average, movies cost
around $90. Moushon said t
videos cost so much
Larry Peetz reason
because UB has to have
Movies coordinator performance license to show the
"This is different from when
single family rents a video to sho
in their own home. These vid
here are shown to the public.
survey of 200 random Eastern
"The videos are free to th
students. "Out of 300 surveys sent public. It's a good time to ju
out, we got 200 responses," unwind between classes,
Moushon added. "There are a I
Moushon said.
As a result of the survey, of regulars that are here every
popular movies such as to watch the movies. But (on
"Adventures in Baby-Sitting," whole) about 150 to 200 peop
"The Untouchables" and "Major might come through in a day."
League" will be presented
The money for both the movi
throughout the semester.
and the videotapes comes fro
"I try to show the movies that student fees.

I try to show a variety of movies so
they will appeal to all students.

movies will cost $1 as always.
"Our usual turnout of people is
between 150 and 200 people. At
finals time it goes down," Peetz
said. "I try to show a variety of
movies so they will appeal to all
students," Peetz added.
The first movie of the spring
semester, "Indiana Jones," will be
Jan. 19.
Videotapes are selected by a

Attorneys contemplate defending Noriega
MIAMI (AP) - Several
prominent defense attorneys said
Wednesday they are contem-plating
joining the legal team assembled to
represent Manuel Noriega on drug
trafficking charges.
The possible shuffle could give
Noriega a high-powered legal panel
with resumes that include many
famous criminal and drug trials,
including the case of New York
subway gunman Bernhard Goetz.
As for the prosecution, a
spokeswoman at the U.S. attorney's
office in Miami refused to
comment on reports that Justice
· Department officials may give U.S.
AttofJley Dexter Lehtinen the
choice of running his office or
taking the lead prosecution role in
Noriega's trial.
A Bush administration official,
speaking on condition of

difficulty running the busy Miami
office and overseeing the
potentially complex and lengthy
case, which is likely to include
subpoenas
for
sens1t1ve
government documents.
"We do not comment on rank
speculation. I can assure you that
the prosecution team has not been
announced," said U.S. attorney
spokeswoman Diane Cossin in
Miami.
The changes in the defense
team for the fallen Panamanian
ruler appear to hinge on New
York attorney Barry Slotnick,
who has represented Goetz and
several reputed organized crime
figures.
Slotnick said he was contacted
by representives of Noreiga and
asked to defend the deposed
leader, who faces 145 years in

Manuel Noriega
anonymity, told The Associated
Press on Tuesday that officials are
concerned Lehtinen would have

prison and fines up to $1.1
million if convicted.
A February 1988 U.S.
indictment charged Noriega with
taking $4.6 million in bribes :(!om
Colombia's Medellin cartel to
tum his nation into a way station
for cocaine traffic.
Slotnick, winner of an
outstanding criminal practitioner
award in New York in 1987, said
he may make a decision by Friday
on whether to take the case. He
would not identify the person
who contacted him on behalf of
Noriega.
'
"Manuel Noriega may or may-_•
not have a trial, but ·he should be
assured the best the American
justice system allows," said the
50-year-old Slotnick in a
telephone inteview from New
York.

The Daily
Eastern
News
will have

No Paper
Monday, January 15

Deadlines for
Tues. & Wed.'s
paper is

Today before

5:00
and
.-Thursday, Jari-. ·1Bth
deadline is
Fri., Jan. 12th
Call 581-2812 for
more details

E.l.U. Dorm Winter
Rental Special
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Great Mexican Pood
• Real Sour Cream
.Real Cheese
Real Good
canyout available

S

Mini rent 19 til May '90
Maxi rent $29 til May '90
Maxi is 3 cubic ft.
FREE Delivery
(Toll Free) 1-800-888-3744

-ASK FOR IT!!10% OFF EVERYTHING
YOU BUY!*

7th & Madison

345-7427

January 10-l 7th

at our "traditional"
FIRST WEEK SALE

$2 Quarts

Bud and Bud Light

$ 2.50 Pitchers
$1 Nachos

1 Block north•P~.
Of the square
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Just Tickled
to see her ·again? .••
••
••
•
•
•••
••
••
••
•
•••
••
••
••

Tickler Bouqllets

WORKBOOKS!
CALENDARS!
CARDS! MUGS! MUSIC!

$10.95 at

.

and
BOOKS!

BOOKS! BOOKS!

THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP
619 MONROE
ON THE CHARLESTON
SQUARE

Royal Heights
1509 2nd Street

Deluxe 3 Bedroom
Apartments
featuring:

-

Fully Furnished
Low Utilities
1 1/2 Baths
Dishwasher
Close to Campus
and Shopping

* Limited Availability

Don't miss the opportunity
to live in a great locadon!
Call 348-5319

Noble Flower Shop

MON-FRI 10-5, SAT 10-4
345-6070

503 Jefferson

'no layaways, consignments, double discounts &
"While supplies last"
i

.,

345-7007

.
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LIFFS NOTES ·are

REAL LIFESAVERS
FOR SOME STUDENTS
the greats are there.
From William Faulkner's Absalom,
/om! (the first, alphabetically) to
Bronte's Wuthering Heights
last), they are there in neat rows,
ed carefully in the bookstand
y from most other literary fare.
But no one who reads "regular"
ks really wants to be associated
these books, their black and yelcovers often removed to hide the
that, yes, you're at the last resort.
The books in question are, of
rse, Cliffs Notes.
They are a common sight on high
ool and college campuses, espearound final exam time, as stunts scurry to prepare for tests and
h papers.
The advantage is simple: The
ks offer a basic synopsis of a book
condensed .form, whicfi makes
· g an 800-page book as easy as
· 20 pages.
The Cliffs Notes books got their
in August 1958 in founder Cliff
mleQrass' basement. The assortment
y has soared to more than 200
s Notes titles.
Hillegrass got the idea to create
guides for classic books from "a
friend in Canada (who sold) literbook notes and he suggested that
ff (should) do it here," said Connie
ahn, advertising director for the
pany which produces Cliffs

es.
The famous black and yellow covwas an early decision by Hillegrass
use those were the most visible
ors, Brakhahn said.
Cliffs Notes were first distributed in
bookstores, she said. The
niversity of Nebraska, the University
10\Ala and a college in Illinois were
ong the first to receive them.
And in the last 15 years,
egrass' study guides have devel

Students tell the 'real story'
behind the use of Cliffs Notes
The Daily Eastern News conducted an informal survey of 100 Eastern students about the use of Cliffs Notes.
• Eighty-seven of the students polled said they had used Cliffs Notes at
some time. Only 13 students said they had never used the study guides.
• The 13 students who have never used Cliffs Notes said they felt there
was no reason to use them if the books have been read.
•All 87 said they found the notes helpful. Some reasons included were
that it explained the books in different ways, it kept the student from having
to read the book and the notes helped summarize the work.
•Out of the 87 that said they used the notes, 70 said they actually read
the book while 1 7 said they did not.
•Out of the 87 using the notes, 68 said they had no problems with the
information given in the guides while 19 said there were problems. The
problems included information that was left out, some of the notes were just
as long as the book and that parts of the Notes can be misleading.
•All 87 said the notes covered the topic well.
•Twenty-nine of the 87 thought the price of Cliffs Notes was too high
while 58 thought the price was reasonable.
• Eighty said there was no way of improving the notes while seven
thought the notes could be improved by either lowering the price or adding
more detail.
• All 87 students said there are no other books that should be transformed into Cliffs Notes.

oped from a basement business into a
company that collected profits of
almost $9 million dollars in 1983.
That's about 3 million copies sold,
according to an Oct. 17, 1984 article
in the Chicago Tribune.
On the inside cover of any Cliffs
Notes is "the note to the reader" stating "These notes are not a substitute
for the text itself or for .the classroom
discussion of the text ... " English
instructor Pat Dougherty said instructors usually always can tell if a student
has read just the Cliffs Notes and not
the book. "We try to draw out more

detail," she said.
In a survey of 100 Eastern students, about 30 said they believed
Cliffs Notes have deliberate mistakes
in them as a way to make sure the
student has actually read the text.
Brakhahn said, "(People) always say
that but I don't really know."
Dougherty agreed there are not any
deliberate mistakes in Cliffs Notes but
she said occasionally, mistakes have
been found.
Dougherty added the Cliffs Notes
can be helpful and she even admitted
using the Notes while reading

Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte,
although she would never recommend
them to students. "It would defeat the
whole purpose (of teaching the
novel)," Dougherty said.
Just as the audience for Cliffs
Notes is varied, so are the writers of
the study guides. The writers range
from a "high school teacher who has
taught the subject for awhile" to the
"graduate assistant in college who
knows what students look for,"
Brakhahn said. "(There are) always
people asking to write for Cliffs
Notes. We have people on file (if
needed)."
To write the Cliffs Notes, a person
simply "needs to be able to write and
understand what they wrote,"
Brakhahn said.
If someone does write for the company, the average payment is
between $3,000-5,000 per "condensation".
Throughout the 32-year history of
the Cliffs Notes, revisions have been
continually made to make them .as
thorough as possible, Brakhahn said.
"The first copies were good, but these
are better."
When Cliffs Notes firSt arrived on
the scene in 1958, the price was $1,
according to the Chicago Tribune.
Now the prices range from $3.503. 75.
Some future plans for Cliffs Notes
include expanding the test preparation guides and something called the
"Bluffers Guide." The Bluffers Guide
has nothing to do with education,
though, Brakhahn said. Several more
Cliffs Notes will be published soon
including the Chinese Dream of the
Red Mansion.
From all the Notes sold, however,
Brakhahn said the most popular titles
are "The Scarlet Letter," "Hamlet"
and "Macbeth."

Story by
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erHelp Wanted

"MY SECRETARY " Resumes ,
papers, letters, and more. Next to
Monicals. 903 18th St. 345-1150
9-5.
-------,-----.,.--5/7
MICROWAVE OVENS . $5 per
month. Must be prepaid in
advance. CARLYLE RENTALS .
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

PART TIME POSITION AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY FOR A CRISIS
INTERVENTION SPECIALIST.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENT BA IN
PSYCHOLOGY OR RELATED
FIELD. EXPERIENCE PREFERRED. TRAINING PROVIDED.
WORK NIGHTS AND SOME HOLlD.AYS. ADDRESS INQUIRES TO:
SUSAN ANDERSON , CRISIS
INTERVENTION SUPERVISOR ,
COLES COUNT Y MENTAL
HEALTH CENTER, P.O. BOX 907,
MATIOON (21 7) 234-0185.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR The
Charleston Recreation Dept. is
taking applications for low impact
aerobics instructors for 3 sessions beginning Jan. 8th at 9:00
a.m. - 10:00 a .m. Candidates
must provide own music and lesson plans. Previous experience
desirable. Contact Charleston
Recreation Dept. at 345-6987.
1/12
Fat Alberts now accepting applications for waitresses/cocktail
waitresses and busboys. Apply in
person Noon to 4:00 MondayFriday.

"ATTENTION : EARN MONEY
READING
BOOKS! "
$32 ,000/year income potential.
Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk
3998.
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
Easy Work! Excellent Pay!
Assemble products at home. Call
for information . 504-649-0670
Ext. 9202.
~--,---cc-_ 1 /9 , 11, 16, 18
Weightroom Supervisors needed.
Experience with weights preferred. 4 - 9 p.m. Mon .-thurs .
Inquires should call Mattoon area.
YMCA Ask for Rob 234-9494.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/11
Need sitter for 3 year old girl.
Monday-Friday 8 :00 -3 :15.
Transportation needed. 345-6118.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
Models Needed for drawing
classes. Apply in FAA 216.
_ __ _ _ _ __ __ 1/16
Program Head for adult developmental
training
center.
Undergraduate degree in Special
Education or related Human
Skills . Experience with DD .
Population a plus. Hours M-F; 8-4
Call 345-3461 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1/18

-----~-_,,,-_1 /19

Developmental Trainer Entry level
position . Previous experience
with D.D. Population or CNA a
plus. Hours M-F; 7-3 Call 3453461 .
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1/ 18

erRoommates
Female room mate, own room , 23 block s away from campus.
Great house. Call 345-6376.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12

ADOPTION Educated couple in
early 30's wish to adopt an infant
or toddler. We'll give love, security and a rural life. Call our
Attorney coll ect (217) 352 -8037
Tom & Denise
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31

er For Rent
DON'T DELAY ! One block from
campus is this extra nice housing
for eight Christian girls (nonsmokers , please) . Available 6-1 :
Call Martha at Century 21 , Wood
Real Estate, 345-4488. After 6:30
p.m. 345-5739.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
TWO
BEDROOM
HOUSE
UNFURNISHED ATTACHED
GARAGE. EXTRA LARGE LOT.
QUIET AREA. SELL OR RENT.
345-4846
_ __ _ _ _ _ ___ 1/16
Very nice apt. for 1 or 2 students.
Utilities included (gas, elec .,
water, trash). Non-smokers only,
quiet, no pets, great for graduate
students . $275/$300 monthly.
Contact Holly at 348-7772.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16
2-3 Females. Pleasant furnished
rooms. Close to campus. Utilities
and Cable furnished . 345-4243.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
MICROWAVE OVENS . $5 per
month . MUST BE PREPAID IN
ADVANCE. CARLYLE RENTALS.
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Subleaser wanted for spring .
Roommate house broken . $185
0 .B.O. includes water. Close to
Krackers. Call 348-8782.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12

Mobile home for rent . Call 3456052.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 1990-91 school year.
Two people per bedroom , 101 /2
month lease, $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Quiet 1 bedroom furnished apartment. Near Square. Utilities paid.
Call 345-4336.
~-----,--c-,----,-----1 /30
One bedroom , full bath w/shower,
living room , large kitchen, lots of
parking. Close to campus .
Available immediately , Rent
negotiable. Call 581-2697 or
(309) 672-1624.
1/19
5 Bedroom House for RENT
$120.00 Each 6 people. Call 3485937.
~--..,.-~---=-~1 / 12
Large 1 bdrm apt. $275 per
month includes utilities. Call 3487987.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12
Clean 3 bedroom house. 1 block
north of Hardees. Rent nego tiable. 345-2945.
---.,.-,-..,.-----.,,---'--1 /20
2 Bdr Apts open for spring sem.
Close to campus. call 345-6453
or 345-7507.
=---c---=-,-:--~-..,--,--1 /25
Female Subleaser Needed. $120
a month. Own Room. Free use of
washer and drier. January RENT
Free. Michelle 345-7213.
---,-----.,.- - -.,.--- 1/12
Need 1 or 2 non-smoking males
for furnished apt., quiet neighborhood near so. campus. 345-3771 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12

er For Sale
"ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.
Fords , Merc ede s, Corvettes ,
Chevys . Surplus Buyers Guide.
(1) 805-687-6000 EXT. S 9997."
-,---~-~--,------2/16
Shar-Pei puppies for sale. Leave
message at 345-7689.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

ANGELA SEGGEBRUCH: Pick
up your l.D. at DEN.
~-~-.,..,.-.,.---,,-,-~-1 /11
Found in Heritage Woods : gray
kitten with collar. Call 345-5091 .
,-,-~~-,--,---,--~-1 /11
LOST: Gold bracelet with rose
behind Booth Library over
Christmas Break. Call 581-6064.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/11

Alpha Garns - Welcome
Looking forward to a g
semester! Don't forget m
Tuesday, 5:30 at the house!
Julie.

Apartmen
Rentals

er Announcements
Quick Cash. Highest prices paid
for class rings , gold jewelry-diamonds , gold & si lver coinsBaseball cards. Most anything of
value. Call 348-1011 Pawn shop
518 6th St.
-,----~---,----5/7
Student Adam seeks student Eve
for romp in the garden. Age ,
Race , Unimportant. Call 345 1409-Lv Msg.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12

9:00-5:00 p

M-F

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad For
Name:__1 - ·-

26 Automatic

54 Architect - van der Rohe
1 Pari.s ian 's coin
56 Yemeni, e.g .
30 West Indian
6 English furniture
witchcraft
57 Minuscule
style
63 Dorothy - - , in
32 Kirghizian
10 Strikebreaker
Oz books
mountain range
14 Liplike organs
64 Czech river
33 China preceder
65 Downs or salts
15 Plexus
35DaytimeN
preceder
operas
16 Invented
66 Wagnerian
39Piebald
17 "I loved . - heroine
... " : Wither
41 Inherent
67German
18 Feds
negative
43 "-With Judy,"
194Bfilm
68 - - supreme
19"-,good
(God, in Gard)
nurse!" : Juliet
44 Star in Draco
69 Look askance
20 An embroidery
46 Hindu melody
10 Pay for a poker
stitch
· pattern
hand
22 Chesterfield or
47 English empirical
71 Hungarian
Byron
philosopller
composer of
23 American burbot 49 Court target
operettas
24 Mount Saint
51 Recitation of
prayers
re spon se

1·

•

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ __;__ _ ___.
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _...:.__---;
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ __
no. words/days
21 Sprite

36 City 1n Iran

52 Papal cape

2!5 A NY.C . river

37 Hotel em ployee

26 Hero of a Hindu
epic

38 Narrow stri p of
w ood

53 "- - Triste ":
Sibelius

27 Alleged electric
force

40 Author Uris

28 - - morga na
(mi rage)
29 Ursa Minor
31 Bush people of
French Guiana
34 Bismarck 's
locale : Abbr .

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-8

Family Feud
Night court
Cosby
Different world
Cheers
Dear John
LA Law

News
PM Magazine
48 Hours

News
Cosby Show
Father Dowling

Island Son

Young Riders

News
Tonight

News
MASH
Current Affair
Entertain Tonight

PrimeTime
Live
News
(:35)Love Conn.
(:06)Nightline

, '

Phone: _ _ _ _ __

WTW0-2

Knots Landing

--=-o--.,-"----,"'7--....----,-:--:-c-----.

Address: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

DOWN

1 Part of many a
pocket
2 Rho nchus·s
cousin
3Blindas-4 - - prius (tri al
court)
s Fastness
6 Odorle ss g as
7 Minor d eity
B Solar disk
9C remede-10 Short time after
midnight
11 Kayak
12 Embellish
13 Decompression
· sickness

Late Night

"ATTENTION - GOVERNM
HOMES from $1 ( U-rep
Delinquent
ta x
prop
Repossessions . Call 1-6028885 Ext. GH 3998.
_ _ _ca1 /8,9,10,11,16,1
TED 'S TONIGHT. DON'T
TRADITIONAL 25 CENT D
NIGHT. 75 CENT BLUETAIL
& ALL SCHNAPPS . CO
ONLY 50 CENTS!!!

et Lost and Found

Crossword Puzzle

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:0(
10:30
11:00
11:30

ADOPTION IS AN ALTER
TIVE! Happily married cou
12 years, living in central I
would like to adopt your child
would provide your infant
loving environment and a fi
cially stable home. All m
and legal fees paid. Please
800-448-5521 .

2 bdrm apt. $175 per month +
elec. Phone 345-6201 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/12

Thursday's
ACROSS

Co
noti
ad
day.

et For Rent

er For Rent

er Adoption

erservices Offered

erHelp Wanted

Report errors immediately at 581-2812.
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p .m. previous

College BB:
Duke at
GeorgiaTech

Colle e BB:
Indiana at
Northwestern

D Cash D Check D Credit
Che ck number

5!5 Fatuous
58 Place west of
No d

42 Monaste ry

59 Swo rd w ith a
bl unted end

45 Culpability
48 Part of a T.
Wil liams title

so Bai t

50 In addition

61 Myrna Loy role

51 Conrad or Anne
of films

62 Norse mythical
giant

20 cents per word first day ad runs . 14 cents per wo
each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vaild I
15 cents per word first day. 1O cents per word each
consective day. 15 word minimum .
Student ads must be paid in advance ..

Deadline 2 p.m. previous day-No exceptions
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ad
considered libelous or in bad taste.

LIFE-13
Miami Vice
Murder, She
Wrote
Boxing:
Williams vs.
Biggs
Miami Vice

Sportscenter
Motorcycle
Racing

Payment:

Amount due :$ _ _ _~

Mike
Hammer

Cheers
Night Court
Movie:

News
INN News
Newhart
Hill Street
Blues
Movie

MacNeil Lehrer
Newshour
This Old House
Trying Tmes
World at War
Mystery!
Being Served?
Movie : Road
To Utopia

Day by Day
Spenser
For Hire
MOVIE:
When The
Bough Breaks
Spenser
For Hire
New Mike
Hammer

Star Trek
Movie:
Iceman

Honeymooners
.Pat Sajak
Cont.

Rendezous
World Monitor
Secrets
of Nature
Beyond 2000
Profiles of Nature
Orphans of Wild
Wildlife
Predetors
Vietnam: The
10,000 DayW

HS Spo.rts Action
Disney: Three
Lives of
Thomsha
Converse mos
USA Tonight
News Scan Live
EastEnders
Sherlock Holmes
The Fugitive

Movie:

9
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huttle crew launches satellite
ACE CENTER, Houston
- The Columbia astronauts
Navy communications satelnto orbit Wednesday and
ued to close in on the path
oating science laboratory
ope to snatch from space.
was an outstanding mornflight director Al
'ngton said shortly after the
se of the 15 ,200-pound
m satellite.
everything looks real good
t now. It's a great ship up
they're flying and it continperform beautifully." After
satellite was released, the
auts turned their attention to
ther major task of the mis' tracking down the 21,400d Long Duration Exposure
'ty so it can be brought back
ander Dan Brandenstein
ilot Jim Wetherbee steered

the space shuttle through additional maneuvers to help the
orbiter catch up to the bus-size
LDEF. If the astronauts fail, the
satellite is expected to be pulled
to its destruction in a fiery dive
through Earth's atmosphere on
March 9.
Columbia is in a slightly
lower orbit than LDEF, which
enables it to circle the globe a
little faster and gradually narrow the distance between it and
the satellite. The shuttle was
closing in on LDEF at a rate of
about. 40 miles per 91-minute

orbit Wednesday.
When the shuttle lifted off from
Cape Canaveral, Fla., on Tuesday,
it was 1,725 miles behind LDEF.
By the time the five crew members ended their workday
Wednesday afternoon, they were
about 750 miles from their target.
The chase should end Friday
morning when mission specialist
Bonnie Dunbar plans to use the
shuttle's 50-foot robot arm to
latch onto LDEF and tuck it into
the cargo bay for the trip home.
Scientists are eager to see what
has happened to the 57 self-contained experiments aboard during
nearly six years of exposure to
spae. LDEF was to have been
retrieved 10 months after a shuttle
put it into orbit in 1984, but
scheduling problems and the 1986
Challenger disaster delayed the
retrieval.
Columbia mission specialists

Dunbar, David Low and Marsha
Ivins worked on several experiments of their own, concentrating
on materials processing and tests
of how well the human body
adapts to living in weightlessness.
The major task Wednesday,
deploying the $85 million
Syncom satellite, was completed
in the morning when it slipped
from its berth in the cargo bay
and spun away. Forty-five minutes later, an onboard motor fired
to propel the satellite toward its
permanent working post 22,300
miles above the Pacific.
The satellite, built by Hughes
Aircraft, will complete a network
of five satellites through which
the Pentagon communicates with
its planes, ships and bases around
the world.
.
Columbia's 10-day mission is
the second-longest in 33 shuttle
missions.

en found to be able to drink more than women
STON (AP) - Scientists
ve they have solved one of
-enduring mysteries of the
- why men can drink more
1than women.
y believe that women typiget drunk more quickly than
even when their smaller size
n into account, and they are
likely to suffer liver damage
alcohol abuse.
researchers say the differis all in the stomach.
y found that men make far
er amounts of a protective
ach enzyme that breaks
alcohol before it hits the
stream. The result: They
get as tipsy as women on
e number of drinks.
e implication of this is that
it comes to social drinking,

women should be more careful
than men for a given amount of
alcohol when driving or operating
equipment," said Dr. Charles.
Lieber, a co-author of the study
and director of the Alcohol
Research and Treatment Center at
the Bronx Veterans Affairs
Medical Center.
Among the study's findings:
Women absorb about one-third
more alcohol into their blood than
men do, even when they are the
same size and drink the same
amount.
• The enzyme, called alcohol
dehydrogenase, works better
when people have a full stomach.
This explains why folks handle
their liquor better if they drink
after eating.
• Alcoholics make less of the

protective enzyme than social at least in part, the higher risk in
drinkers do.
women of harmful effects of alco"I am convinced that there are hol." Another expert, Dr. David
sex differences in handling alco- Van Theil of the University of
hol," commented Dr. Judith Pittsburgh, agreed. "I think it's an
Gavaler . of the University of important observation that sugPittsburgh. "This is a very impor- gests that alcohol metabolism in
tant study for all of us doing the stomach is different between
research in alcohol. This will men and women and as a result
change the way we approach this · there are differences in potential
subject." The study, directed by toxicity for men and women," he
Dr. Mario Frezza of the said.
The study found that non-alcoUniver-sity School of Medicine in
Trieste, Italy, was published in holic women make about 30 perThursday's New England Journal cent less of the enzyme than nonalcoholic men do. While alcoholic
of Medicine.
In an accompanyng editorial, men produce less than social
Drs. Steven Schenker and K. drinkers, the difference was most
Vincent Speeg of the University dramatic in alcoholic women,
of Texas at San Antonio called who make virtually none of the
the results exciting. They said the enzyme.
researchers' theory "may explain,

Thursday's

Classified ads
TONITE. TRADITIONENT BEER NIGHT, 75
BLUETAIL FLY & ALL
PPS. COVER ONLY 50
!!

Flu patients
overcrowd
hospitals
By the Associated Press
Many Illinois hospitals are
coping with a. deluge of emergency-room patients and
admissions, largely related to a
persistent strain of flu and its
complications, officials say.
Winter usually brings an
increase in admissions, but not
at the levels administrators say
they are seeing in the past
month, Mary Huck, spokeswoman for the state Public
Health Department said
Wednesday.
Most officials attribute the
increase to patients seeking treatment for a lingering respiratory
flu. The cases have not reached
epidemic levels, though, even
though they are widespread.
"It is happening statewide, I
understand, and it is certainly
happening in central Illinois,"
Roberta Kious, a spokeswoman
for Memorial Medical Center
in Springfield, said Tuesday.
Marion Memorial Hospital
nursing director Vicki Griffin
said, "It's a fairly sturdy virus.
Many of our patients started
with flu symptoms that went
into pneumonia.
"It's especially affecting the
elderly and children." Symptoms include a runny nose, fever,
sore throat, headache and cough.
The symptoms will wax and
wane over several days and the
cough can last up to three weeks,
Norman Geyer of
Dr.
Carbondale said.
Some Chicago hospitals
were so overrun that they transferred patients to other hospi~
tals, said Sharon Mcintosh.

Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Correct
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified,
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day.
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[!!Announcements

SIGMA NU INFORMAL RUSH
coming soon. Party with the
beautiful women of alpha Sigma
Alpha on Tuesday and win a
FREE TRIP to JAMAICA ON
WEDNESDAY!

Welcome back ASTs! Good luck
this semester!

The Miss Lincoln Trail Scholarship
Pageant is having a mandatory
meeting for all interested contestants tonight at 7:00 p.m. at 848
Sixth St. Questions Call: 345-2512
I 7010.

PARTY TONIGHT!! ON TOP OF
PAGE ONE (ROCS) EVERYBODY WELCOME. $3.00 I $3.50
COVER. USE ALLEY DOOR
ENTRANCE.

TED'S THURSDAY 25 CENT
BEER NIGHT. MEET ALL YOUR
FRIENDS & JOIN IN THE FUN!
COVER 50 CENTS!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/11

RHYTHM GUITARIST WANTS
TO FORM BAND, INFLUENCES
REM , BYRDS, BEATLES,
SMITHRINES. MUST LOVE
ACOUSTIC GUITARS AND
RICKEN BACKERS. DAVE 581-

5488.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/11

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/11

LET'S PADRE! SPRING BREAK.
CALL DONNY, J.P., OR MATT at
348-2-44. SQUIDS GO NORTH.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/11

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/11

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/11

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/11

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

1\-IE OUf'llc.._iOQ.
~D! \.IO!illES,
ti\E£r ~'(
\)\JP\.\C~~ !

Campus Clips
ARE DANCE CLUB will meet Thursday 7:30-9:30 p.m.
e Dancing at the McAfee North Gym. Young Adults and
s welcome. Bob Hussey Caller.
will not meet this week.
ON CLUB will hold friendly competition every Monday
nesday from 6:15 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. in McAfee Gyms.
AN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will go rollerskating tonight at 7
the skating rink. Please meet at the Campus House to drive to
Bring $1.75 for skates and fees. Everyone welcome.
will meet 7 p.m. tonight in the IRHA Office. Bring $9 for
VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will hold a Large
Meeting 7 p.m. tonight in the Union addition CharlestonRoom. Everyone is welcome.
TODAY will meet at 4 p.m. today in the 126 Buzzard.
ested parties are welcome. Looking for writers and photog• NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
for any event. All clips should be submitted to The Daily
news office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE THE
OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday
be submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday.
y is deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips
ed after deadline WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
b _h_OQ~:_ A~ 91JR that 15_ Nl~q~~-O.f_C_9n~_inJ~~f~_cting_ ion WILL NOi Bi: RW Clips my be edited for ava1fab1e

I
Doonesbury
~y

,a.,. fl/llXDNSlJt. PUK6 W#T5

1/IJPFll55alA~

HOllJIRJ)AIR FOllt.6 8456

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Sicher named to GTE squad
Spiker one of 18 academic All-Americans
Eastern senior setter Donna
Sicher was recently named to the
GTE Academic All-American
team.
Sicher was one of 18 players
from across the country selected
.by a panel of college sports
information directors. To be
eligible, a student-athlete must be
· a starter or important reserve with
·a minimum OPA of 3.20 on a 4.0
·'scale.
.. · Sic her made Gateway
' Conference honorable mention
: for the second year in a row

after leading Eastern with 1,215
assists and 60 service aces. She
tied for second in the league
with 0.48 aces per game, was
fifth with 9.72 assists per game
and seventh with 3.27 digs per
game.
Academically, the Oak Forest
native is an elementary education
major who has accumulated a 3.84
GPA, will student-teach this
semester and is set to graduate with
honors in May. She is a four-time
member of the Gateway's academic
honor roll and a six-time member

of Eastern 's Dean's List.
"Donna is a true student-athlete,"
head coach Betty Ralston said.
"She is a student first and an athlete
second. She has worked extremely
hard in both areas. I'm proud of the
fact that she's being considered as
one of the best volleyball players
and students in the nation. This is a
great way for her to end her career."
Sieber has also met all the
criteria for the Gateway
Presidents' Academic Excellence
Award, the league's highest
academic honor. To be eligible, a

student-athlete must maintain a
3.80 GPA or better during her
entire collegiate career.
Sicher is the eighth Eastern
student-athlete to be selected as a
National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division I Academic
All-American and the fifth in the
last year. She is the second
volleyball player under Ralston to
be honored, joining former
teammate Laura Bruce. Like
Sicher, Bruce was a third-team
selection in 1986.
1

\

Donna Sicher

~restlers

to attempt Brummer
rebound· at SMSU

By JERRY SOLBERG
Staff Writer

Eastern 's wrestling team will try
to bounce back from thier less than
spectacular performances over the
holiday break when they travel to
Southwest Missouri State for a
dual meet Thursday.
"I hope they rise to the
occasion," said Eastern coach
Ralph Mccausland. "They are
going to need to perform better
than they did a week ago."
The Panthers, now holding a 2-2
dual meet record, can tum things
~
around with a victory over SMSU,
~
. ,.
whom they've already beaten once
~
this season.
~-······-~
.
__
y "'
But Mccausland said he doesn't \
want his wrestlers to rely on the 1
fact that they defeated the Bears
Ralph Mccausland
recently over the break (Eastern freshman John Weber and,
won 25-18 at the Redbird Duals).
according to Mccausland,
"It really shouldn't be that close managed to get in some hard
of a match ," said Mccausland. practices.
"We _can't let our guard down,
"We had a good showing,"
though."
Mccausland said of the
Although Eastern wrestlers have preparation for the SMSU meet.
traditionally been able to bounce "The workouts went well."
back from sluggish holiday meets,
Eastern wrestlers Terry Murphy
Mccausland still said that some (150-pound) and Copache Tyler
changes would have to be made if (heavyweight) have been posed
the Panthers are to get back on · the biggest threat for opposing
track.
teams as both have definite All"Our intensity level has got to American possibilities. But
be up," Mccausland said. "We Mccausland said he needs other
were a bit hesitant (in the holiday wrestlers to come on for the
dual meets)."
Panthers in order for them to
With SWMS being in the succeed.
Panthers' region, a victory over the
"I'd like to see good
Bears would directly affect performances from everybody,"
Eastem's post season tournament Mccausland said. "Everybody's
action.
got to do thier job. Each dual meet
"This is an important matchup," we need at least six or seven good
said Mccausland. "We can get our (individual) matches."
118-pounder in there in this meet,
But is Mccausland really
too."
worried that his wrestlers already
Because Eastern couldn't fill accumulated the same. amount of
thier 118-pound class in thier dual losses as last year's team did all
meets over break, they forfeited season? If he is, it doesn't show.
six points in each of thier meets.
"Last season was last season.
But with almost a full week We are a different team with
since the last dual meet, Eastern different personnel this year," said
was able to fill the vacancy with Mccausland.

KING ER
...

• From page 12
aged the classroom efforts of its
participants so much that the
presidents decided to cut the
regular season by three games,
moved the start of practice up to
Nov. 1 and voted not to allow
teams to play games until Dec. 1.
Forget about the revenue
schools will forfeit as a result of
giving up a couple of home
games. The true idiot of all this is
that the three games to be axed
will likely be non-conference
games that probably would have
been played somewhere between
the middle of December and the
first week in January - an
extremely crucial academic time
when textbooks and class time are
interrupted by something called
semester break.
The presidents would have
liked to abolish spring football,
too. Instead it had to settle for
trimming spring practice to 15
sessions. This modification
somehow slipped through the
greedy hands of the presidents.
Other issues were not as
fortunate.
The Commission passed
legislation requiring disclosure of

• From page 12
They're together. They're upset at themselves,"
Hilke said. "I'm just really happy with the way
we've pulled together. I have a lot of confidence
in our kids; it's a great team to be associated
with."
Prior to this season, the Lady Panthers had won
24 of 27 against conference opponents at Lantz. A
loss against Drake would equal Eastern 's threeyear Gateway home loss total.
Rogiers said that Monday's loss proved a
valuable teacher.
"It showed us that we need to not take anything
for granted. We just have to work all the time,"
Rogiers said. "As long as we play together as a
team and not get down on ourselves, we 'II be all
right. Our big problem right now is that when we
fall behind, we get down on ourselves."

$1.00 OFF Free Delivery

DELI

Medium, Large
or X-Large Pizza

D

Limit one per pizza

P.S. Now that you're 20,
You're old enough to use the
door!!
-~ : .1 .
Lqv.e.:.Jenny

- David Brummer is a sport
for The Daily Eastern News.

1-32 oz. Coke with
delivery of small or
medium pizza.
2-32 oz. Cokes with
large or X-Large pizza.

Gateway Conference
_standings
1. Illinois State
2. Bradley
3. Drake
3. SW Missouri St.
5. Indiana State
5. Southern Illinois
7. Northern Iowa
8. Eastern
8. Western Illinois
10. Wichita State

4-0
3-1

2-1
2-1
2-2
2-2
1-2
1-3
1-3
0-3

615 MONROE
CHARLESTON, IL

345-3354

11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
4 p.m. - 12 a.m.

__________ _

-----------iiii'S'-C:C>iij)()Ji-$-~~()()-()((
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likely channel them to the Ji
obviously doesn't realize
number of limitless hours
same wanna-be student-ath
can waste playing the game
loves in a recreation facility.
Amazingly, the conven
nearly allowed Prop. 48 cas
to regain the year of athl
eligibility Jost as freshmen if
showed progress toward
academic degree. Legislation
passed Monday allowing
such. Less than an hour I
however, it was overturned.
Close.
Reform is certainly nece
in college athletics, but coll
presidents shouldn't be given,
should they attempt to take,
burden of NCAA change.
Respectability is salvageab
the NCAA , but not un
uninformed, conveniently i
ested university presidents w
concert with their subordin
giving the power back to co
and athletic directors: the play
this intense game who were
to run athletics in the first place.

Lady Panthers

The Double Deli Dollar Off
THE

student-athlete graduation rates.
Graduation rates in football and
basketball will be broken down
into race.
It's
too
bad
college
administrators aren't as concerned
with the graduation rates of its
other students, because when the
statistics are released, they'll find
that
athletes
have
an
overwhelmingly better graduation
rate than other college students.
One could argue the repeal of
Proposition 42 on Monday was a
bold step towards sympathizing
with the underprivileged high
school athlete whose only chance
at a college degree is through an
athletic scholarship.
But all rescinding Prop. 42
(legislation that was blindly
passed last year that never took
effect) did was correct a mistake
of college adminstrators who
were unfamiliar with athletic
territory.
If they really want to help
college athletic prospects, modify
Proposition 48. Let the kids who
are ineligible that freshman year
practice with the team. Anybody
who thinks banning academic
casualties from practice will more

Playing from 9-1
1.00 Entertainment Fee

Thursday, January 11, 1990

seball owners take
p toward lockout
YORK (AP) - Baseball
took another step toward
ut, telling clubs to put
aining plans on hold
owners' meeting on Feb.
aukee Brewers owner
elig, chairman of the
elations Committee, and
PRC head Chuck
or sent a memorandum
s Tuesday that said the
to open training camps
come just before the Feb.
rting date.
owners are tentatively
ed to meet in Chicago six
fore camps open.
agement tried to downe impact of the apparent
, but player agents interit as a threat.

"I don't think there's anything
particularly ominous about
Feb.9," Commissioner Fay
Vincent said. "I don't think it has
particular
significance."
Negotiators met Wednesday for
the ninth time in talks to replace
the collective-bargaining agreement that expired Dec. 31.
The owners were scheduled to
present their revenue-sharing
proposal, which is tied to a payfor-perforrnance plan that would
set salary scales for players with
less than six years in the majors..
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NBA approval needed for
Jordan and Magic match
CHICAGO (AP) - A proposed
$1 million one-on-one basketball
match has the proper stars Michael Jordan and Earvin
"Magic" Johnson - but as yet lacks
the official stamp of approval from
the NBA, league officials said
Wednesday.
"An event such as this - like any
other basketball-related exhibition
- requires approval by the NBA
and the players' association," said
NBA spokesman Terry Lyons in a
telephone interview from New
York. "This event has not been
approved by either."
Lyons said a player's contract
"specifically states that any basketball event or competition has to be
approved by the NBA and the
Players' Association. From my
understanding, the Players'
Association isn't behind this and
the NBA isn't as well." But he
added, "I don't know where the

next 18 months will take us."
York-based spokesman for Jordan,
"I believe that this sets a bad said Wednesday from Washington,
precedent," said NBA Players' D.C.
Association president Isiah
"The driving factor - neither of
Thomas, a member of the Detroit these guys need the money - is to
Pistons.
present a good product that is good
Supporters say the event - tenta- for basketball and raises money for
tively scheduled for the last week charity," Levinsohn said.
in June - would be a basketball
Levinsohn said representatives
bonanza, an unparalleled meeting of Jordan and Johnson have met
of giants.
periodically with the NBA and the
The players are both standouts - players' association and that he
Jordan for the Chicago Bulls and remains optimistic they will
Johnson for the Los Angeles approve the event.
Lakers.
"Our last meeting with the NBA
The one-on-one would consist -and players' association was last
of two 15-minute halves to be Thursday," Levinsohn said.
played in Las Vegas, Los Angeles, "We've been in semi-constant conCharlotte, N.C., or another city and tact.
broadcast on pay TV by Choice
"They have our proposal. We're
Entertainment of Los Angeles.
hoping they will be part of it."
The winner would receive $1 Charles Grantham, executive
million, with any additional money director of the players' association,
going to charities of the players' said.
choices, Ross Levinsohn, a New

NEW YORK (AP) - John
Candelaria became the second
player to file for salary arbitration
while six players who were eligible agreed to one-year contracts
on Wednesday.
The Baltimore Orioles traded
designated hitter Larry Sheets to
the Detroit Tigers for infielderou tfielder Mike Brumley and
shortstop Rafael Santana,
released by the New York
Yankees on Nov. 30, agreed to a
one-year contract with the
Cleveland Indians worth a guar-

anteed $250,000.
Left-hander Bruce Ruffin set~
tled with Philadelphia for
$375,000, double his 1989 salary,
while teammate Tom Nieto
agreed on $127 ,OOO, a raise of
$12,000. Catcher Barry Lyons
and the New York Mets on
$220,000, a raise of $105,000.
Left-hander Greg Mathews,
who missed the entire 1989 season following elbow surgery,
signed for $125 ,OOO, the same
amount he received last season.
Third baseman Tim Hulett and

.'

mbpell Conference
mes all-star team
Candelaria files for arbitration
Kirk McLean of Vancouver, St.
Louis defenseman Paul Cavallini
and left wing Thomas Steen of
Winnipeg.
The starting lineups were
selected by fan voting, and the
choices on defense were
Calgary's Al Maclnnis and Kevin
Lowe of the Oilers.
Besides Cavallini and Wilson,
they will be joined by Steve
Duchesne of Los Angeles and Al
Iafrate of the Toronto, both of
whom will be making their second all-star appearance.

evious all-star teams,
man Doug Wilson and
Denis Savard.
three of the 14 players
added by Coach Terry
will be making their first
appearances - goaltender

Cartney named
ach of the year
. LOUIS (AP) - The
g News, a weekly publi' said Wednesday it has
Bill McCartney, who
Colorado to a near
al title, as its college
I coach of the year.
tre
Dame
spoiled
o's bid for the mythical
championship by beatBuffaloes 21-6 in the
Bowl.
g the regular season,

Park Place
(across from Union)

Spring Availability
ask about our

Colorado compiled an 11-0
record and won its first "undisputed Big Eight title since
1961.
Lou Holtz of Notre Dame
was TSN's choice as college
coach of the year for 1988.
McCartney, since watching
Colorado bottom out with a 110 record in 1984, has guided
the school to a cumulative 26-9
record the past three seasons.

Baltimore agreed to $207 ,500, a
raise of $57 ,500. Second baseman
Steve Lombardozzi and Houston
also agreed on a one-year deai.
Sheets, 30, batted .316 with 31
home runs and 94 RB Is in 1987,
but was relegated last year to
part-time duty as the Orioles'
designated hitter, batting .243
with seven home runs and 33
RB Is.
The 26-year-old Brumley, who
plays three infield positions, hit
.198 with one home run and 11
RBis for Detroit in 1989.
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Panthers brawl by Northeastern
I

Olson's 7 three-pointe
propel Eastern to victo
By JEFF SMITH
Sports editor

i:::;

THOM RAKESTRAW/Associate photo editor

Eastern's Eric West banks one in during the Panthers' 104-94 victory over Northeastern
11/inois Wednesday night at Lantz Gym. West eventually was ejected for leaving the
bench during a fight.
-

What began as a normal, semi-meaningless non-conference game between
Northeastern Illinois and Eastern
Wednesday night at Lantz Gym soon
became a physical match-up that led to
both a multi-player brawl and an ensuing
Panther rally in Eastem's 104-94 win.
But, although the fracas and Golden
Eagles' head coach Rees Johnson's
technicals and eventual ejection drew
the biggest cheers from a crowd of
3,284, they overshadowed some fine
offensive performances, most notably a
career and record effort by forward
Dave Olson, who drilled seven threepointers en route to a 31-point game.
Unfortunately, the brawl turned out
to be the big story.
After Johnson received two technicals and Olson hit four ensuing technical free throws to give the Panthers a
64-48 lead with 16:20 to go in the
game, Eastern gained possession, but
lost the ball near the sideline.
Both teams scrambled for the ball,
with three players diving to the floor in
a play that would make any NFL coach
proud.
But the scramble turned ugly when a
Panther dove onto the pile, and fighting
in the form of shoves and punches
broke out.
The referees jumped in to break up the
action, but not before fisticuffs broke out
and some fans near the fracas got
involved.
Forward Barry Johnson, who had
dived into the pile, forward Eric West

and forward Tony Davis were ej
from the game.
Golden Eagles guard Carlos H
one of the players involved in the
acknowledged he could sense a
would break out. He added the sit
was a case of a lot of talk bet
opposing players and the Divisi
Golden Eagles not backing down
more esteemed opponent.
Eastern head coach Rick Samuels
the incident was an unfortunate
rence. "It was a contest no one wan
be associated with at that time,
think the referees will agree with th

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS (94
Johnson 1-3 0-0 2, Fulk 4-7 2
Davis 2-3 0-0 4, Pointer 4-5 O
Patton 1-6 2-2 4, Mantis 4-1 O 4Harris 10-20 5-6 27, Hughley 12, Martin 6-11 4-6 12, Elebye 36. Totals 36-72 17-22 94.
EASTERN (104)
Jones 9-14 4-5 22, Nelson 0-1
2, Rowe 0-3 2-2 2, Martin 3-4 1Johnson 7-10 3-5 17, West 2-4 2
McKinnis 2-3 3-4 7, Olson 9-12
31, Crunk 1-3 0-2 2, Kelley 1-5 1Nicholson 0-0 4-4 4. Totals 34-59
40 104.
Halftime: Eastern 50, Northea
Illinois 42. Fouled out: Ma
Hughley. Technical Fouls: John
West, Davis, NE Illinois bench
point goals: Northeastern lllin
(Fulk 2, Pointer, Harris 2), Easte
(Martin, Olson 7). Rebou
Northeastern Illinois 39 (Elebye
Eastern 33 (Johnson 6). Attend

Leave athletics to Drake next for slumping Easter
athletic directors
By AL LAGATTOLLA

Associate sports editor

Dallas, a big town in a big
state where its people allege
everything's big, hosted some
big people this week.
University presidents from all
across this great democratic,
urbanized tundra attacked this
big-saddled town with visions
of taking control of college athletics.
It was the 84th version of a
thing called the National David
Collegiate Athletic Association Brummer
Convention, which is usually
just an excuse for some athletic
directors and other school administrators to talk shop in
the nearest cocktail lounge.
But, this year would be different. Angered by the pitiful state of intercollegiate athletics, a record number of
university presidents rode into Dallas with a wagon full
of proposals poised to set the NCAA on its ears.
Their reasoning: if athletic directors and coaches
won't push hard enough for reform, then it's time for
the Presidents Commission, of which our esteemed
Stanley G. Rives is a member, to jump in the water and
save the drowning state college athletics are in.
Unfortunately, most college presidents can't swim.
University heads, in yet another case of overstepping
their boundaries, used their collective influence to pass
vain legislation aimed foremost at improving the
NCAA's academic saga.
The incredibly long college basketball season dam• Continued on page JO

Eastern 's women's basketball
team will be looking to change its
fortunes and pull itself back into the
Gateway Conference race when it
hosts Drake at 7:35 p.m Thursday at
Lantz Gym.
The Bulldogs are 4-6 overall, but
2-1 and tied with Southwest
Missouri State in the Gateway race.
The Lady Panthers are 4-8 overall
and 1-3 and tied with Western
Illinois for eighth place in the
Gateway. Illinois State, 8-4 overall,
leads the Gateway with a 4-0
record.
But, Eastern coach Barbara Hilke
is not ready to throw in the towel,
and she remains upbeat about the
Lady Panthers' prospects.
. "We believe it is a pivotal game,"
Hilke said. "We have a lot of thi:l.gs
going for us now; we are a little
more focused on what we want."
Eastern would probably like to
have a lot more going for it than it
does now, having lost three of its
last four games, all involving
Gateway opponents.
"We just want to be mentally
stronger than we've been," said
Eastern reserve Michelle Rogiers.
"We know we have to win almost
every game."
The Lady Panthers will most

likely regain the services of guard
Barb Perkes, who sat out Monday's
loss to Bradley for disciplinary reasons.
"We have not heard anything, and
as far as our program is concerned
she is cleared," Hilke said.
While regaining Perkes' 17 .6
points per game looks to be a pickup for Eastern, the Lady Panthers
will have to contend with Drake's
Jan Jensen, who averages 21.3
points per game. Jensen scored 34
points in the Bulldogs' 77-69 victory at Northern Iowa Monday.
"She is an outstanding player.
She had one of her best games
against us as a freshman," Hilke
said. "She's a fun player to watch;
she's not a fun player to guard."
Jensen scored 26 points against
Eastern at Drake a year ago in the
Bulldogs' 93-74 win .
Aside from Jensen, Drake boasts
guard Jenni Fitzgerald, who averages 14.9 points per game and forward Debbie Haraldson, who adds
11.3 points per game.
"Drake is definitely not a oneman team," Hilke said. "They pass
the ball extremely well."
But it has been shooting the ball
that has been a problem for the
THOM RAKESTRAW/Associate photo
Lady Panthers, who hit just 22 Of 59 ' Eastern's Stacy Frierdich shoots ov
from the field against Bradley.
Bradley defender during the L
"Our team is a great team.
Panthers' 78-63 loss Monday nigh
Lantz Gym.

